A Man named Dave: a story of triumph and forgiveness  
by David J. Pelzer

362.76 P393m

"All those years you tried your best to break me, and I'm still here. One day you'll see, I'm going to make something of myself."--Dave Pelzer, from A Man Named Dave. These words were Dave Pelzer's declaration of independence to his mother, and they represented the ultimate act of self-reliance. Dave's father never intervened as his mother abused him with shocking brutality, denying him food and clothing, torturing him in any way she could imagine. This was the woman who told her son she could kill him any time she wanted to—and nearly did. The more than two million readers of Pelzer's previous international bestsellers, A Child Called "It" and The Lost Boy, know that he lived to tell his courageous story. A Man Named Dave is the gripping conclusion to his inspirational trilogy.

---PUBLISHER DESCRIPTION.

I'm feeling lucky: the confessions of Google employee number 59  
by Douglas Edwards

Boston : Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, c2011  
338.761 E262im

Doug Edwards, Employee Number 59, offers the first inside view of Google, giving readers a chance to fully experience the bizarre mix of camaraderie and competition at this phenomenal company. Edwards, Google's first director of marketing and brand management, describes it as it happened. We see the first, pioneering steps of Larry Page and Sergey Brin, the company's young, idiosyncratic partners; the evolution of the company's famously nonhierarchical structure (where every employee finds a problem to tackle or a feature to create and works independently); the development of brand identity; the races to develop and implement each new feature; and the many ideas that never came to pass.

---PUBLISHER DESCRIPTION.

The Splendid table's, how to eat weekends  
by Lynne Rossetto Kasper

New York : Clarkson Potter, 2011  
641.5 K19s

In The Splendid Table's How to Eat Weekends, Lynne and Sally take you on escapades for a deeply pleasurable experience. They want you to head to different neighborhoods and markets, gather up ingredients, and embrace new cooking techniques and flavors that will carry over into your everyday meals. They include backstories about the rituals and reasons behind particular dishes (such as why lettuce figures into southern Chinese New Year celebrations) and take you deep into the aromatic aisles of ethnic markets and neighborhoods.

---PUBLISHER DESCRIPTION.
New Books

**Computer Science**

*Programming Android* by Zigurd R. Mednieks  
005.276 M491p

**Psychology**

*How to win friends and influence people in the digital age* by Brent Cole  
158.2 C689h

*Practical ethics* by Peter Singer  
170 S617p

**Religion**

*The Religious question in modern China* by Vincent Goossaert  
200.9 G659r

**Conflict Resolution**

*Cases in conflict management*  
301.24 C338c

*Getting more: how to negotiate to achieve your goals in the real world* by Stuart Diamond  
302.3 D537g

*The Qualimetrics approach: observing the complex object* by Henri Savall  
302.3 S264q

*Peace and conflict 2012* by J. Joseph Hewitt  
303.62 H611p

**Economics**

*The New capitalist manifesto: building a disruptively better business* by Umair Haque  
330.12 H253n

*The Minimum wage and labor market outcomes* by Christopher J. Flinn  
331.2 F622m

*Beyond Tallulah: how Sam Wyly became America's boldest big-time entrepreneur* by Sam Wyly  
338.04 W983be

*I'm feeling lucky: the confessions of Google employee number 59* by Douglas Edwards
Super Mario: how Nintendo conquered America by Jeff Ryan
338.7617 R988su

Poisoned legacy: the human cost of BP's rise to power by Mike Magner
338.7622 M196po

The Next American economy: blueprint for a real recovery by William J. Holstein
338.973 H757n

Sociology

Regulating the poor: the functions of public welfare by Frances Fox Piven
361.973 P693r

The Politics of intellectual property rights and access to medicines by Valbona Muzaka
362.1 M994p

A Man named Dave: a story of triumph and forgiveness by David J. Pelzer
362.76 P393m

Health Sciences

Wrong medicine: doctors, patients, and futile treatment by L. J. Schneiderman
610.69 S359w

Culinary

Wine, beers, and spirits by Robert Small
641.2 S635wi

The Splendid table's, how to eat weekends by Lynne Rossetto Kasper
641.5 K19s

The Finest wines of Rioja and northwest Spain: a regional guide to the best producers and their wines by Jesus Barquin
641.5946 B258f

Bobby Flay's Bar Americain cookbook by Bobby Flay
641.5973 F592b

The Happy table of Eugene Walter: Southern spirits in food and drink: an ardent survey of Southern beverages and a grand selection of Southern dishes employing spirituous flavorings
641.5975 H252h
Lorena Garcia's new Latin classics: fresh ideas for favorite dishes by Lorena García
641.598 G216l

**Business**

Make your own rules: a renegade guide to unconventional success by Wayne Rogers
650.1 R731m

HOW 12 a handbook for office professionals by James L. Clark
651.75 C593h

**Management**

Governance, risk management, and compliance: it can't happen to us--avoiding corporate disaster while driving success by Richard Steinberg
658.222 S819g

Interpersonal skills in organizations by Suzanne C. De Janasz
658.3 D278i

The Orange revolution: how one great team can transform an entire organization by Adrian Robert Gostick
658.4 G682o

Bury my heart at conference room B: the unbeatable impact of truly committed managers by Stan Slap
658.409 S631bu

Fundamentals of supply chain theory by Lawrence V. Snyder
658.701 S675f

**Marketing**

Building a marketing plan: a complete guide by Ho Yin Wong
658.8 W872bu

**Travel**

Makers of modern India
954.009 M235m

California by Victor Silverman
979.4 S587
Media

How William Shatner changed the world [videorecording]
DVD 303.49 H847

Air : [DVD videorecording] the search for one clean breath by the Ventura County (Calif.) Air Pollution Control District
DVD 363.7392 V468a

Reference

Digest of education statistics
R 370 U58d

Vitamins and minerals by Zina Kroner
R 613.2 K93v

E-Books

Literature

Keineth [electronic resource] by Jane Abbott

State of the Union Addresses of John Quincy Adams [electronic resource] by John Quincy Adams

State of the Union Address [electronic resource] by John Adams

The Water Ghost and Others [electronic resource] by John Kendrick Bangs

Beethoven, the Man and the Artist, as Revealed in His Own Words [electronic resource] by Ludwig van Beethoven

The Magician's Show Box and other stories [electronic resource] by Lydia Maria Child

The Celebrity, Complete [electronic resource] by Winston Churchill

Lord Jim [electronic resource] by Joseph Conrad

Count Alarcos; a Tragedy [electronic resource] by Benjamin Disraeli

Sister Carrie [electronic resource] by Theodore Dreiser

The Boy Scout Aviators [electronic resource] by George Durston

Jackanapes, Daddy Darwin's Dovecot and other stories [electronic resource] by Juliana Horatia Gatty Ewing

Memoirs of Lady Fanshawe, Wife of Sir Richard Fanshawe, bart., ambassador from Charles the Second to the courts of Portugal and Madrid [electronic resource] by Anne Harrison Fanshawe
Roast Beef, Medium [electronic resource] by Edna Ferber
Legends of the Northwest [electronic resource] by Hanford Lennox Gordon
State of the Union Address [electronic resource] by Ulysses S. Grant
Four Little Blossoms on Apple Tree Island [electronic resource] by Mabel C. Hawley
Doctor Grimshawe's Secret a Romance [electronic resource] by Nathaniel Hawthorne
The Gift of the Magi [electronic resource] by O. Henry
Ghosts [electronic resource] by Henrik Ibsen
Lectures of Col. R. G. Ingersoll - Latest [electronic resource] by Robert Green Ingersoll
Wolfert's Roost and Miscellanies [electronic resource] by Washington Irving
Three Men in a Boat [electronic resource] by Jerome K. Jerome
Dubliners [electronic resource] by James Joyce
Indian Tales [electronic resource] by Rudyard Kipling
Aaron's Rod [electronic resource] by D. H. Lawrence
Oden [electronic resource] by Gotthold Ephraim Lessing
Rampolli [electronic resource] by George MacDonald
Mr. Pim Passes By [electronic resource] by A. A. Milne
The School for Husbands [electronic resource] by Moliere
Pelle the Conqueror Complete [electronic resource] by Martin Andersen Nexi
I Will Repay [electronic resource] by Baroness Emmuska Orczy
No Defense, Complete [electronic resource] by Gilbert Parker
The Pony Rider Boys in Montana: Or, the Mystery of the Old Custer Trail [electronic resource] by Frank Gee Patchin
Constance Dunlap [electronic resource] by Arthur B. Reeve
Letters to His Children [electronic resource] by Theodore Roosevelt
The Little Lady of Lagunitas: A Franco-Californian Romance [electronic resource] by Richard Savage

The Heart of Mid-Lothian, Complete [electronic resource] by Sir Walter Scott

Macbeth [electronic resource] by William Shakespeare

Jimmie Higgins [electronic resource] by Upton Sinclair

Lessons in Life: A Series of Familiar Essays [electronic resource] by Timothy Titcomb

Quotes and Images From The Works of Mark Twain [electronic resource] by Mark Twain

20,000 Leagues under the Sea [electronic resource] by Jules Verne

State of the Union Address [electronic resource] by George Washington

The Story of Ab: A Tale of the Time of the Cave Man [electronic resource] by Stanley Waterloo

The Countess Cathleen [electronic resource] by William Butler Yeats

**Library News** Check out the library’s new e-book collection at http://library.sullivan.edu/databases_page.asp. 16,750 e-books about business, computers, and other topics are available for Sullivan University students, staff, and faculty.

**Want more?** The [Library Alert web page](http://library.sullivan.edu/ask_a_librarian.asp) is updated every other week and lists any new title processed during the previous two weeks.

**Questions?** Contact the library at http://library.sullivan.edu/ask_a_librarian.asp or (502) 456-6773.